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Summary of activities since last meeting

Activities

• I wrote an introduction and some of my design section, the introduction
might need some refactoring though, but atleast its words down and its
always easier to come back and edit it later.

• I learned refreshed my database skills and learned how to use a new .NET
framework.

• Posted an update on my website

Goals and Work targets

Goals for this week

• Complete thesis introduction and conclusion

• Finish project poster

• Update Website

Goals Achieved

• Introduction done

• Updated website

• �nished a draft poster

Proposed goals for next week

• Start development again and �x and refactor all minor problems that are
left so that next week I can implement and �nish the main tasks, remaining
in the dashboard.
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Rate your work performance

How did you feel you worked ?
Not well at all, I've been struggeling to balance course work and project

work these last 2-3 weeks.
Did you achieve all your goals ? if not why not?
Not completly and not on time, besides pracks that I had due last week and

time used on a attempted poster, the interview with openbox also consumed
allot of my time.

What were the issues you had trouble with?
Time, writing the conclusion was a bit tricky and I realised once I've written

the other sections it would probably be allot easier.
What assistance did you need to continue?
An extension, �esh out more of my thesis before I write the conclusion
How can you improve your performance?
Course work is �nished (except for pracs that are due this week) and no

more interviews left.
Provide a rating out of 10 in addition to the above.
6.0

Tasks/Learning

What is the most useful/interesting thing you learned or did this week?

• I learned how to use the ASP .net MVC2 framework, which was quite
intresting

• I also learned how database indexing works and can improve/slow down
performance.
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